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INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a computer simulation of

the operation of an adaptive noise canceler in the simultaneous

presence of both strong and weak narrow-band signals. The

simulation is intended to be used as a tool for designing such a

canceler. For a given scenario, it will identify the design

parameter values needed to cause the canceler to attenuate the

strong signal to a user specified level and pass the weak signal.

This study was motivated by the cosite interference problem

encountered by frequency hopping radios. When two or more such

radios and their antennas are independently operated in close

proximity, i.e., in a jeep or communication shelter, a cosite

interference problem can develop. In this type of situation, the

radio may not be able to meet its specified bit error rate. A

degraded bit error rate means that the receiver sensitivity will

be degraded and, as a result, communication range will be de-

creased.

This type of interference problem is caused by the trans-

mitter's strong signal being too close to the frequency the

receiver is tuned to. The difference in power levels between the

interfering transmitter signal at the receiver input and the

-inimum signal the receiver is capable of detecting could be in

excess of 130 dB. The receiver may not be able to provide the

entire 130 dB of interference rejectin filtering needed at the

transmitter frequeney. Therefore, an external applique capable

1



of supplying the additional filtering may be required. An adap-

tive noise canceler with a single input is one possible way of

providing this required additional filtering. The next two

sections describe the adaptive noise canceling concept.

2



ADAPTIVE NOISE CANCELING

An Adaptive Noise Canceler is shown in Figure 1. It works

as follows.

"A signal is transmitted over a channel to a sensor

that receives the signal plus an uncorrelated noise No .

The combined signal and noise S+N o form the 'primary

input' to the canceler. A second sensor receives a

noise 1l which is uncorrelated with the signal but

correlated in some unknown way with the noise No . This

sensor provides the 'reference input' to the canceler.

The noise N1 is filtered to produce an output Y that is

a close replica of No . This output is subtracted from

the primary input S+No to produce the system output

No _ Yoe. 1

The system output E = S + No - Y of the canceler is used to

modify, via an adaptive algorithm, the frequency response of the

adaptive filter.

The adaptive filter will usually be implemented as a pro-

grammable transversal filter (PTF) (see Figure 2). A transversal

filter is the preferred implementation because:

1, It is one of the simplest filter structures. The

filter output is simply the sum of delayed and scaled

inputs.

2. There is no feedback from the taps to the input.

3. It is stable. Since there is no feedback, a finite

3
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filter input produces a finite filter output. If

feedback were present, then an inappropriate choice of

filter tap weights could cause the filter output to

become unbounded, i.e., the output would oscillate. A

transversal filter cannot oscillate.

4. It has a linear phase characteristic, i.e., it produces a

phase shift that is linearly proportional to frequency. It

can be shown 14 that if a signal is to be passed through a

linear system without any resultant distortion, the overall

system frequency response must have a constant amplitude

gain characteristic over the frequency spectrum of the input

signal and its phase shift must be linear over the same

frequency spectrum. Filtering without distortion is impor-

tant for adaptive noise canceling because the adaptive

filter must pass the interferer without distortion so that

it can be subtracted (at the summer) from the unfiltered

interferer. If the adaptive filter introduces distortion,

then the summer is no longer subtracting two identical

interferers. As a result, the error power and error ampli-

tude with adaptive filter distortion will be higher than

without distortion. This is not desirable.

5. There is a simple and analytically tractable relation-

ship between the transfer function of a transversal

filter and its parameters (see Equation 2 of the simu-

lation description section). The complicated nonlinear

relationship between parameters and transfer function

6



for most other filter structures makes the analysis and

calculation of adaptive algorithms much more difficult

than for transversal filters.

6. Widrow's algorithm, one of the most widely used adaptive

algorithms, assumes a transversal filter structure.

A PTF forms a weighted sum of delayed versions of the input

signal. It is programmable in that the weights can be changed.

Changing the weights changes the frequency transfer function of

the PTF. A PTF is identical in structure to a programmable

finite impulses response (FIR) digital filter. The specific

technology used to implement a PTF will depend on the frequency

range of interest. For VHF and UHF applications, Surface Acous-

tic Wave (SAW) devices are an appropriate technology. At VHF and

UHF frequencies, SAW technology can give the appropriate sam-

pling rates (intertap delay) and total delay times necessary to

implement transversal filters with the required bandwidth and

frequency resolution needed for cosite interference reduction.

7



ADAPTIVE NOISE CANCELING WITH A SINGLE INPUT

Before an adaptive noise canceler can be implemented, a

reference signal correlated with the interfering signal but not

the intended signal must be generated. When the interfering

signal No is much stronger than the intended signal S, the

reference signal can be generated by modifying the adaptive noise

canceler of Figure 1 to give the circuit shown in Figure 3 (an

adaptive noise canceler with a single input). In Figure 3, the

primary and reference inputs are connected together. In effect,

Figure 3 assumes that the reference input is equal to the primary

input. This may at first appear contradictory. The reference

input N, (see Figure 1) has to be correlated to the interference

No, not the signal S. But since the signal S is part of the

primary input, it will be part of reference input if reference

input = primary input as per Figure 3. Hence the reference input

appears to be correlated to the signal, also.

When the interfering signal No is much larger than the

intended signal (No>>S) the apparent contradiction is resolved.

In this case the reference input N1  (N1 = S + No  primary

input) is highly correlated with and "looks" like the interfering

signal (i.e., N1 ; NO). While S is a component of N1 , and

therefore, will correlate to a certain extent with N1 , No is so

much larger than S that N1 will be much more highly correlated to

No than S. So to a very good approximation, the reference input

N1 is correlated to the interference No, not the signal S. (For

,i r i (orous Iroo ,t :;., l~ef erence 2.)

8
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It will now be shown why the reference input must be corre-

lated to the interference and not the signal. The adaptive

filter within the canceler must filter the reference input N1 to

produce an output Y that is a close replica of No . If N1 is not

correlated to No, i.e., if N1 does not "look" somewhat like No,

then no amount of filtering can make Y look like No .

The factor 1,//- appears in Figure 3 because the input power

splitter is assumed to evenly split the power associated with the

signal and interference amplitudes S and No . Since power is

proportional to amplitude squared, reducing power by a factor of

two means that amplitude is reduced by J_2 at each output of the

input power splitter.

As the adaptive algorithm iterates, it will cause the

adaptive filter to form a bandpass around the interfering fre-

quency. If the PTF has been properly designed, then the result-

ing bandpass filter will "pass" FN, the interfering frequency and

"reject" the intended signal frequency. Then the output of the

adaptive filter (the filtered reference signal) will "look" even

mcre like N O than input signal. When the output is subtracted

from S + No, at the output power combiner, a signal very similar

to S will remain. The interference has been canceled. Thus the

circuit shown in Figure 3 does indeed behave as an adaptive noise

canceler.

10



LMS ALGORITHM

Adaptive algorithms have been extensively discussed in a

previous LABCOM technical report 2, in books1 , 3 , 5 , 6 ,7,8 and

review articles. 9 , 1 0 The theory of adaptive algorithms is too

lengthy and involved to be reviewed in this report. The inter-

ested reader is referred to the references just cited.

The Least Mean Square (LMS) or Widrow's algorithm was chosen

as the adaptive algorithm for use in the simulation. It is well

understood, computationally simple and fast.

In the LMS algorithm, it is assumed that the adaptive filter

is an adaptive linear combiner (see Figure 4). If data are

acquired and input in parallel to an adaptive linear combiner,

the structure in Figure 4a is used. For serial data input, the

structure in 4b is used. Note that Figure 4b is just a tapped

delay line or transversal filter. This is the filter structure

that will be assumed in this report. It is further assumed that

a "'Iesired" response signal is available. For the adaptive noise

canceler with a single input of Figure 3, the primary input is

the "desired" response.

The LMS algorithm is given by:

Wk+l = Wk + 2 4CkXk (1)

where:

w the weight vector at the kth iteration, i.e., the set of

tap weights used on the kth iteration.

11



Wk#l = the weight vector at the k+lth iteration.

a constant that regulates the step size or increment size

of the weight vector change.

Ek = canceler output error amplitude at the kth iteration.

Xk = tap signal vector at the kth iteration, i.e., the set of tap

signal amplitudes at the kth iteration.

12
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTIVE NOISE CANCELER WITH

SINGLE INPUT SIMULATION

The circuit in Figure 3 was simulated. In the simulation,

two sinusoids of aifferent frequency (user specified) were input

to the power splitter. For any given iteration k, the weight

vector Wk for that iteration was used to calculate the frequency

transfer function of the adaptive filter or PTF. Knowledge of

the PTF frequency transfer function and the input frequencies

allows the input to the negative or inverting part of the power

combiner from the lower "channel" of the adaptive noise canceler

to be calculated. The output of the power combiner, the error

amplitude Ek and the error power Pek can then be calculated. The

signals Xi at the tap outputs of the PTF are then calculated.

Since ek and Xi are known, Widrow's LMS algorithms (Equation 1)

can be used to calculate a new set of tap weights Wk+l. The

simulation can then be repeated with the new tap weight vector

Wk+l and new values for the error amplitude ck and the error

power Pek can then be calculated. After each iteration, the

adaptive noise canceler error or output power for that iteration

is displayed. When the output power has been reduced by a user

specified number of dB, the simulation is stopped.

Once the adaptive filter processor speed of operation or

equivalently its time per iteration is specified, then the

product of the number of iterations necessary to reduce the

output power by the user specified number of dB and the time per

14



iteration gives the adaptive convergence time. This is the time

needed for the required reduction in output power to take place.

So, in effect, when the simulation stops, the number of itera-

tions it has performed tells us the value of the adaptive conver-

gence time.

The simulation also displays the PTF frequency transfer

function. in order for the canceler to work properly the inter-

fering frequency must be "passed" and the intended signal "re-

jected" by the PTF. This can be observed directly from the PTF

amplitude gain vs. frequency curve.

15



SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions made in the course of the simulation are as

follows:

1. The programmable transversal filter was assumed to have

equally spaced taps. The frequency transfer function for a

transversal filter with uniformly spaced taps is given by

the following equations:

N
Hk(M) = £ Wik ej]A(-i) (2)

i=l

where:

Hk(w) = frequency transfer function at the kth iteration.

= frequency

Wik = weight on the ith tap at the kth iteration.

= intertap delay

N = number of taps

j= E

amplitude Ydin = jHk(M)i = [(Real Hk(w))2 + (Imag Hk(w)) 2 ]i/ 2 (3)

phase shift = tan -1 (Imag Hk(M) / Real Hk(M)) (4)

2. The error amplitude output from the adaptive noise

canceler was calculated using a "snapshot in time"

approach, i.e., the interfering and intended signals

input to the power splitter of the adaptive noise

canceler were calculated at a single point in time.

16



These signals are then mathematically sent through the

adaptive noise canceler. The upper channel of the canceler does

not change either sinusoid. The PTF in the lower channel changes

the amplitude and phase of each signal. The two channels are

then subtracted at the power combiner to produce the error

amplitude rk-

3. At the input to the power splitter the intended and inter-

fering signals are assumed to be in phase. An input parame-

ter (called SIMTIME) determines at what point in time the

snapshot is taken (see Figure 5).

4. At each iteration it was assumed that the snapshot was taken

at the same relative point on the waveform, i.e., the same

value of SIMTIME was used at each iteration.

5. It was found that the only way that the canceler output

could be reduced by the specified number of dB was to choose

the snapshot point very close (within a few degrees) to the

maximum value of the interference. The snapshot point for

all the simulation runs was therefore chosen at the maximum

value of the interference. This is not as restrictive an

assumption as it appears to be and will be further discussed

in the parameters section of this report.

. The output power for the power combiner was calculated as

the RMS output of the two inputs.

7. The first or initial set of tap weights is always assumed to

be all zero's. This was done so that all simulation runs

have the same "starting point," i.e., initial weight vector

17



(0, 0..., 0). Thus, meaningful comparisons between runs can

be made.

8. The simulation treats the two frequency hopping radios as

fixed frequency radios, i.e., it does not hop or change the

frequencies input by the user. This assumption was made in

order to observe how many iterations of the adaptive algo-

rithm were needed to reduce the interfering signal by the

user specified number of dB. If the radios' frequencies

were allowed to hop, then for a "bad" choice of design

parameters the hop would occur before the power had been

reduced by the specified amount. It would not be possible

to tell just how bad the design parameters were. Frequency

hopping would only complicate the simulation, it would not

help in understanding adaptive algorithm performance.

Therefore, it was not simulated.

18
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SIMULATION INPUT PARAMETERS

The user supplied input parameters to the simulation can be

divided into two categories: scenario parameters and design

parameters.

Scenario parameters are fixed or given by the exact nature

of the scenario simulated. The analyst has no control over

these parameters. Specifically the scenario input parameters

required are:

o Intended frequency and power.

o Interfering frequency and power.

o Desired reduction of interfering signal power (in dB).

o PTF voltage loss per tap.

Design parameters can be varied. They are chosen to achieve

the required adaptive noise canceler frequency transfer function

and adaptive convergence Lime.

The design input parameters required are:

o The intertap delay time between taps of the PTF.

o The number of taps in the PTF.

o MU (or 4) the convergence parameter.

A The intertap delay A should be chosen to be consistent

with the Nyquist criteria, i.e., if fmax is the highest frequency

in the baseband signal, then

fmax 1 (5)
2A

20



N, the number of taps, should be chosen on the basis of the

required PTF frequency resolution, where frequency resolution is

defined as the difference in frequency between the center of the

PTF frequency transfer function and its first zero. Frequency

resolution is given by l l:

Frequency Resolution = 1/NA = l/(total delay) (6)

The convergence parameter 4, which regulates the size of the

weight vector increment at each iteration (see Equation 1) is

the most important design parameter. Adaptive convergence time

is a very sensitive function of A. If A is too small, the

convergence time will be too long. If A is too large, the LMS

algorithm may "blow up" and no convergence will be achieved,

i.e., there will be no reduction in the interfering signal power.

It can be shown 12 that for a transversal filter with no tap

loss, if the following inequality is satisfied:

o< 4 < 1 / ((N+l) (input power)) (7)

then the expected adaptive noise canceler weight vector will

converge to the optimum or Weiner weight vector. The simulation

requirements are somewhat different. Total elimination of the

interference (the Wiener solution) is not required. It is only

necessary to reduce the interfering signal by a user specified

,umoer of dB, but it must be done in a minimal number of itera-

tions. Despite these differences, Inequality 7 has been found

(empirically) to be a good guide for the selection of g.

If the particular technology used has a loss at the PTF taps

(e.g., SAW technology) then A as determined from Inequality 7

21



should be multiplied by (1/tap loss) to compensate for the tap

loss. This works because in the LMS algorithm (Equation 1)

Wk+ 1 = Wk + 2AkXk (1)

A and the tap signal vector Xk only appear in a product. If

Xk is reduced by the same loss at each tap then multiplying g by

(1/tap loss) cancels the tap loss in the product. So with no

loss in generality in the analysis, it can be assumed that tap

loss = 0. Therefore the analysis can be performed before tap

loss data is available.

The only remaining parameter is SIMTIME, the parameter that

determines the point in time at which the simulation snapshot is

taken (see the simulation assumption section and Figure 5).

Using typical cosite interference input parameters it was found

that the only way that the canceler output could be reduced 30 dB

(a "typical" cosite interference requirement) was to choose the

snapshot point very close (within a few degrees) to the maximum

amplitude value of the interference. So, in effect, SIMTIME is

no longer an adjustable input parameter. All simulation runs

will use the same value (specifically, SIMTIME = 1).

Choosing the snapshot point at the maximum amplitude value

of Lhe interfering signal can be justified on both mathematical

and physical grounds.

Mathematically, the dominant contribution to canceler output

is from the interferinq signal. Any signal that is input to an

22



adaptive noise canceler with a single input (see Figure 3) is

first split by the power splitter. Half the input power goes

directly to the non-inverting input of the power combiner. The

other half of the power is first filtered by the PTF and then

input to the inverting input of the power combiner. In the

course of the simulation, the canceler output power due to the

interfering signal was shown to be equal to and was modeled as:

Canceler output power due to interfering signal

= [C2j + C2j IHk(wJ) 12 - 2 C2 j IHk()j)I Cos (PSJSFk)]/4 (8)

= C2j [1 + JHk(wJ)I (lHk(wJ)I - 2Cos (PSJSFk))] / 4

where:

Cj = [2 Interfering power in watts]

Hk(wJ) = frequency transfer function at the kth iteration

evaluated at the interfering or jamming frequency wj.

PSJSFk = PTF phase shift at the jammer signal frequency at the

kth iteration.

Not being able to achieve the user specified reduction in

the interfering power (when the simulation snapshot is not taken

at the interference maximum) means that the power calculated in

Equation 8 is too large. This means that either the PTF phase

shift at the interfering frequency is too large or that IHk(wJ)1

il not numerically close enough to one. IHk(wJ)I, the PTF

arplitude gain, must be close to one and the phase shift must be

close to zero in order that the filtered interfering frequ-ncy

signal cancels the unfiltered interfering frequency at the power

combiner.

23



The PTF phase shift is given by Equation 4

PSJSFk = tan -1 (Imag Hk(wJ) / Real Hk(wj)) (4)

where Hk(wj), the frequency transfer function at the interfering

frequency wj, is given by Equation 2.

N
Hk (wj) = WIk eJA(-I) (2)

where:

WI,k = Weight on the Ith tap at the kth iteration

j= Interfering frequency

A= Intertap delay

N = Number of taps

j =1-

In Equations 4 and 2, both the PTF phase shift and amplitude

gain are functions of the tap weights. The tap weights are given

by Widrow's LAS algorithm.

Wk+ 1 = Wk + 
2 4CkXk (1)

The value of the error amplitude Ek will depend on the

snapshot time, i.e., ck will be a function of SIMTIME. Ck is the

amplitude output of the power combiner. Since the interfering

signal is so much larger than the intended signal, Ek can be

approximated by the difference between the unfiltered and fil-

tered interfering signals. There is a phase shift between the

unfiltered and filtered interfering signals that is given by
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Equation 4. This phase shift affects the value of ek.

Choosing the snapshot point at the maximum value of the

interfering signal (i.e., SIMTIME = 1) minimizes the impact of a

nonzero phase shift on ck" In other words, when SIMTIME = 1, we

can achieve a "small" value of Ek even for a non-zero phase

shift. This is due to the fact that at the maximum value of the

interference, i.e., at the top of the sinewave, the sinewave is

flat. Its first derivative is zero. Therefore, its rate of

change is also zero. This is the point or region where the

sinewave changes most slowly. This region of slow change is

where a "large" phase shift can be most easily "tolerated," i.e.,

a phase shift produces the least change in the sinewave when the

snapshot point is at the interfering frequency maximum. The

phase shift does not move the sinewave very far off of its

maximum. This implies that Ek will be small. So, in effect,

SIMTIME = 1 produces the smallest error amplitude ek for any

given phase shift.

If Ck is "small" (when SIMTIME = 1), then in Widrow's

algorithm

Wk+ 1 - Wk + 2ACkXk (i)

tine incremented term 24 ck Xk will also be relatively small. A

smaller incremental term means that the optimal set of weights

can be approached more precisely, i.e., Equation 1 can get closer

_o the optimal set of weights with a "small" incremental term

than with a "large" term. As we approach the optimal weight
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vector, IHk(wJ) approaches closer to one (via Equation 2) and

PSJSFk approaches closer to zero (via Equation 4). This will in

turn reduce (via Equation 8) the adaptive noise canceler output

power due to the interfering signal. This is why the simulation

worked best when SIMTIME = 1. To summarize: choosing the

snapshot point at the interfering signal maximum (SIMTIME = 1)

gives a "small" error output ek. This gives a "small" incremen-

tal term 2AkXk in Widrow's algorithm. This small incremental

term lets Equation I get "very close" to the optimal tap weight

vector. As we get close to the optimal tap weight vector,

IHk(wJ)I - 1 and PSJFSk - 0. These two conditions reduce the

canceler output power to the extent necessary to achieve the user

specified power reduction.

Choosing the snapshot point at the maximum value of the

interfering signal can also be justified on physical grounds.

Real signal measurements are not made at a single point in time

(as assumed in the simulation). They are made over an interval

of time. Amplitude or power measurements are integrated over

this period of time by the measuring instrument. This integra-

tion insures that measurements of strong signals are much larger

than measurements of weak signals. Any simulation of a real

measurement must be able to reproduce this behavior. Choosing

the snapshot time in the simulation at the maximum value of the

interfering sinewave guarantees this behavior. This is so

becdvu;e in the scenario the interfering signal will be much

larger than the intonded signal. This implies that the maximum
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value of the strong amplitude will be much larger than the

amplitude of the weak intended signal at the snapshot time. This

is the behavior the simulation must and does reproduce.

If the snapshot time did not correspond to the maximum value

of the interferer, then the dynamic range between the interferer

and the intended signal would be compressed. If, for example, a

randomly chosen snapshot point (actually a snapshot time) on the

interferer is used instead of using the maximum value, then the

"difference" between interfering and intended signals at the

random point would not be as large as the "difference" calculated

by assuming that the snapshot was taken at the interference

maximum. Choosing the snapshot time at the maximum value of the

interference is a way of insuring that the simulation can

distinguish between strong and weak signals without compressing

the input signal dynamic range.

As further physical justification, consider that any real

-Ignal measurement, whether defined via an average or RMS proce-

dure, will be proportional to the maximum value of the waveform;

-.e., for a sinusoid Vpsin(wT) (where Vp is the maximum value of

the waveform) the average value is (2/7)Vp, the RMS value is

p/,2. So by choosing in the simulation the maximum value (Vp)

u. tne interfering signal as our snapshot point we are getting an

insight into the real signal behavior.
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DESIGN EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the use of the adaptive noise cancel-

er simulation it will be applied to the analysis of two cosited

frequency hopping radios. The canceler will be used to protect

the receiving radio from the transmitting radio's signal. The

simulation will be used to arrive at a set of design parameters

for the canceler that minimizes the number of iterations neces-

sary to achieve the user specified power reduction in the trans-

mitter or interfering frequency signal while at the same time

passing the receiver intended frequency.

The simulation treats the two frequency hopping radios as

fixed radios. It will be assumed that the transmitter frequency

differs from the receiver frequency by 1 MHz (i.e., the user

selected intended and interfering frequencies will be chosen 1

MHz apart and then input to the simulation, the simulation does

not assume a 1 MHz separation.) A one MHz frequency difference

was chosen because a significant reduction in the interfering

signal power 1 to 5 MHz away from the receiver frequency will

significantly reduce the receiver bit error rate (BER) and

increase the communications range. Transmitter signals less than

1 MHz away from the receiver frequency will not be considered

because if the frequency hopping transmitter is hopping randomly,

these "close-in" trequencies will occur so infrequently (compared

to transmitter signal frequencies 1-5 MHz away from the receiver

trequency) that their f fect on the receiver BER will be minimal.
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In a typical cosite scenario the transmitter power will be

50 watts (+47 dBm). The required receiver sensitivity will be

-98 dBm. Propagation loss between the two radio antennas will be

frequency dependent. It can vary between 13 and 27 dB. The

canceler is intended to help the frequency hopping receiver

filter out the interference. It is not expected to do all the

filtering by itself, i.e., it is not expected to reduce the

interferer below the radio sensitivity. This would require the

canceler to produce 118-134 dB or rejection. The combination of

the canceler plus the tuned circuitry of the hopping radio is

expected to reduce the interferer below the radio sensitivity. A

realistic requirement for adaptive noise canceler filtering is 30

dB. SAW technology can easily achieve 30 dB of filtering.

Together, canceler filtering of 30 dB, the propagation loss

between antennas, and the radio tuned circuitry will reduce the

transmitter signal below the receiver sensitivity.

The frequency hopping radios will be assumed to hop between

30 and 90 MHz. For reasonable insertion loss, linear phase SAW

devices are limited to 33% fractional bandwidth. The center

frequency of the SAW device in the canceler will therefore be:

fc = Bandwidth = 60 MHz = 180 MHz (9)
Fractional Bandwidth 0.33

Since 180 MHz is the center frequency of the SAW device in

the P'rF, it was chosen as the intended signal frequency in the

simulation examples to be presented in this report. It is of

course assumed that the hopping radio signals will be up-



converted to this frequency range, processed and then down-

converted.

The interference power input to the receiver (transmitter

power minus propagation loss) will be 20-34 dBm depending on

frequency. This is too much power for the PTF/SAW device in the

canceler. The maximum power that can be safely input to it is

+20 dBm. One possible way of protecting the SAW device is by use

of a frequency selective limiter that filters out high power

signals and passes low power signals. Such a limiter can be

simulated by simply setting the input interfering power at +20

dBm and the input intended signal at the receiver sensitivity of

-98 dBm.

There is now enough information to specify the scenario

input parameters:

o The intended frequency will be assumed to be at 180

MHz, the center frequency of the SAW device. It could

have been chosen anywhere between 150 and 210 MHz.

o The intended signal power will be assumed to be at -98

dBm, the lowest power the receiver is capable of de-

tecting.

o The interfering frequency will be assumed to be at 181

MHz, one MHz away from the intended signal at 180 MHz.

It could have been assumed the interferer was at 179

MHz. It makes no difference whether 181 or 179 MHz is

chosen.
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o The interfering signal power will be assumed to be at

+20 dBm, the output of a frequency selective limiter.

o The desired reduction of the interfering signal power

will be 30 dB.

o The PTF voltage loss per tap will be assumed to be

zero. (See "Simulation Input Parameters" section for

rationale.)

With the scenario parameters now given, the simulation will

be used to optimize two of the three design parameters (the

number of taps in the PTF and A the convergence parameter.) The

third design parameter, the intertap delay time between taps,

will be assumed to be 6.9444 nanoseconds. This corresponds to a

sampling frequency of 144 MHz. This sampling frequency was

chosen in order to model a SAW/PTF currently being built for ETDL

by Texas Instrument- under Contract DAAL01-88-C-0831. In that

effort a sampling frequency of 144 MHz is being used. 144 MHz is

,-iightly larger than the Nyquist sampling rate (120 MHz) neces-

sary to sample a 60 MHz bandwidth signal. It was chosen by TI to

rrovide some protection against aliasing.

To be more specific: discrete sampling of an analog wave-

form, which is what the PTF taps do (they form discrete samples

ot the input analog waveform), not only duplicates the input

spectrum, but also replicates it around harmonics of the sampling

rate. If the sampling rate (equal to I/(intertap delay time)) is

Luo low, the replicated spectrums overlap in the frequency

domain. Thus, any frequencies higher than half the Nyquist rate
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that are present will be aliased, i.e., appear (due to undersamp-

ling) as lower frequencies. This distorts or equivalently

introduces interference into the "lower" (below half the Nyquist

rate) frequency spectrum. The minimum sampling rate necessary to

assure no overlap in the output spectrum is the Nyquist rate

(equal to twice the highest frequency present in the input). To

insure that the replicated spectrums do not overlap, it is

considered good engineering practice to sample at a somewhat

higher rate than the Nyquist rate. This is why 144 MHz was

chosen as the sampling frequency rather than 120 MHz.

The simulation will now be used to determine N the number of

taps needed in the SAW/PTF. Although the optimum value of o the

convergence parameter has not as yet been determined, a value to

input as a design parameter is still needed. The value of g that

is used need not be its optimum value (that will be determined

after the number of taps is determined). The convergence parame-

ter, 4, need only be close enough to the optimum (for a given N)

so that the canceler output does not "blow up", but eventually

converges. The adaptive convergence time is affected by 4, but A

does not affect the "optimum" frequency transfer function of the

PTF. For the purpose of determining a suitable value for N it

does not matter how long it takes to arrive at the optimum

frequency transfer function. Inequality (7)

1
0 < (7)

(N+1) (Input Power)
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can be used as a guide to guessing one or more values of A to use

in determining a suitable value of N. For the given scenario, as

N varies between 16 and 256, 4, as given by Inequality 7, will

vary between 0.625 and 0.039. Either Inequality 7 can be used to

calculate a close to optimum 4 for each value of N (equal to the

upper bound of the inequality), or an educated guess at A between

0.625 and 0.039 can be taken. Using Inequality 7 is the more

systematic method. The educated guess method, however, illus-

trates the effect of A on adaptive convergence time.

An educated guess of 4 = 0.1 was made. With A = 0.1, the

canceler output for N = 16, 32 64 and 128 converged. The output

for N = 256 did not converge. When A was set equal to 0.04 the

canceler output for N = 256 converged quite rapidly.

The simulation outputs for N = 16, 32, 64 and 128 and A =

0.1 are shown in Figures 6 (a,b,c), 7 (a,b,c), 8 (a,b,c), and

9 (a,b,c), respectively. The outputs for N = 256 and 4 = 0.04

re shown in Figure 10 (a,b,c). The "a" figure of each set shows

the input parameters and the canceler power output for each

iteration. 'Ihe iterations are continued until the user specified

reduction in interfering signal strength (30 dB) has been

achieved. Notice that as the given value of A (=0.1) gets closer

Dhe optimum value of A (by increasing N in Inequality 7) the

*<'ber of iterations necessary to achieve the user-specified

reduction in interfering power decreases. Once the time neces-

"ry to complete a single iteration is known, or assumed, the

-'-tal time necessary to reduce the interfering signal the re-
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quired number of dB, the "adaptive convergence time", can be

calIculIed.

The "a" figures give the canceler output power vt:rsus

iteration number, but they tell nothing about output power versus

frequency. To work properly the canceler must attenuate the

ninerferer, but not the intended signal. The PTF must, there-

tore, pass the interferer with a zero phase shift and attenuate

the intended signal. PTF amplitude gain and phase shift are

given in the "b" and "c" figures, respectively, of each set.

The "b" figures show that as N increases, the width of the

central lobe of the PTF amplitude gain curve decreases. PTF

frequency resolution has been previously defined as the differ-

ence in frequency between the center of the PTF amplitude gain

curve and its first zero. Resolution is given by Equation 6.

1 1
Frequency Resolution - (6)

NA (total delay)
where:

N = number of taps

A = intertap delay

As N increases, the frequency resolution of the PTF gets

better, i.e., the minimum frequency separation needed for the PTF

to pass a strong interferer and reject a weak intended signal,

decreases. Figures 6b, 7b, 8b, 9b, and 10b clearly show this

relationship between N, the number of PTF taps, and frequency

resolution. For each curve, the frequency separation between the

L.ive's center frequency and first zero is given by Equation 6.
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r-Lr

Enter the number of taps in the transversal f'ilter 16
Enter the dela-d time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the converg-ence parameter 0.1
En ter intended siq3nal frequency_ (in MHz) 180
Enter intended si,3nal strength (in dBmj -98
En ter in terf erin.:j frequencj (in MHz) 181
En t er interferin, s i nal strensth (in dBmi 20
Enter des--.ired reduction (in dB) of interferinq l sional stren:cith 30
Enter. '-IMrTIME (a dirferisi, r le-.sp.arameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest eX:pected sioinal frequencHj (in MHz. 150
Enter the hicihest e>:pected frequenci_(in MHz) 210
En ter the frequencHd increment (in KHz) to be ,ised for plottinq 100
En ter. the PTF ,,oltace loss per tap (in db) 0

I ter at i,,r, Output Power (dBm)

1 1.70E+1
2 1.55E+ I
•_. 1.41E+I1

4 1 .26E+1
1 .I1E1E+1
:9.65E+0

7 :.18E+0
2 6, .72E+0

95.27E+0
10 3_,.81E+0
11 2.37E+0

12, 9.41E-1
13 -4.73E- OPTIMUM MU=0.625

14 -1 .86E+0

15 -3.22E+0
16 -4.54E+0
17 -5.80E+0
18 -6.99E+0

19 -3.09E+0
2(1I -9.09E+0
21 9.96E+0
C'C 1.0f71E+ 1

Figure 6a. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 16 taps

MU = 0.1.
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r ".'
Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 32
Enter the delayj time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the convergence parameter .1
Enter intended siynal f'requency (in MHz) 180
Enter intended signal strength (in dem) -9
Enter interfering frequency (in rHzj 181

n t'er interferir,3 sixrnal strength (in dBrni, J0
Enter desired reduction (in dIB) of' interi'erin! signal strenth 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected signal frequencj (in MHz) 150
Enter the hi3hest expected frequency(in MHz) E10

Enter the frequenc, increment (in KHz) to be used for plotting 100
Enter the PTF voltace loss per tap (in dbJ 0

iteration Output Power (d8m)

I 1.70E+1
1 .38E+I
1.05E+1

4 7.31E+0 OPTIMUM MU=O.3125
4.09E+0
9.62E-1

7 -2.36E+0
-5.58E+0
-8.79E+0

10 -1.20E+1

Figure 7a. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 32 Taps,

MU = 0.1.
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run
Enter the number of taps in the transversal CiI ter 64
Enter the dela j time between taps (0n nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter NU the convergence parameter .1
Enter intended signal frequencj (in MHz) 180
Enter intended signal strength (in dBm) -98

Enter interfering frequenc'j (in MHz) 131
Enter interfering signal strength (in dm) EO
Enter desired reduction (in dB) of interferinq si3nal strength 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dimensionless par.-r:eter between 0 and 43 1
Enter the lowest expected silnal Crequernc, (in MHz) 150
Enter the highest expected trequencvj(in MH: 210

Enter the frequercj increment (in KHz) ti be used ror plotting 100
Enter the PTF volta.je loss per tap (in db) 0

Iteraton Cutput Power (d~m)

1 1 .7C0E*I

2 8.14E O OPTIMUM MU=0.15625
3 -7.a3E-1

-9.51E+O
5 - 1 .80E

Figure 8a. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N= 64 Taps,
MU = 0.1.
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rLn
Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 128
Enter the delay time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the convergence parameter .1
En ter intended si-3ral frequency (in MHzj 180
Enter intended signal strength (in dBm) -93
Enter interfering frequency (in MHz) 181
Enter interfering signal strength (in dBm) 20
Enter desired -eduction (in dB) of interfering signal strength 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the l-west expected signal frequency (in MHz) 150
Enter the highest expected frequenc!(in MHz) 210
Enter the frequencj increment (in KHz) to be used for plotting 100
Eter the PTF ,,oltaje loss per tap (in db) 0

T teration Outout Power (dBm)

I 1.70E*1
2 5.81E+0
:3 -5.?6E+0 OPTIMUM MU=0.078125

4 -1 .64E+1

Figure 9a. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 Taps,
MU = 0.1.
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r un
En t er the nuvi ber of taps in the tanera1f ii ter Z156
E nt er the cde I ,'i t iuie Lbetween taps (in nanorsecon-ds) 6 .9444
Enr te r MU the c o--rv.erci1ence parameter 0.04
E n te r in tended -s i-nal 1 CrecluencHj (in) MHz) 130
En ter in tended i ca1s trenq Uth (in 'i~m) -98
E n t er in terfer i nq f'requenc.-j (in M1Hz) 1381
En ter inrter f er i nos tn 1 -* te:i h(n 1)

E nt, er d-7__ ired reduc tion (in -AB) of' interferin: lrp - icinal strere.3h '30
En, t r. ' Ir1T IME adimrrenision less par-ameter Lbetweern 0 and 4) 1
Ente r the low1esEt. e.x,-pec ted s.=i,:na1 f'requenc! (in MlHz> * 150
En ter the hicj-hes t eXpec ted f'requLencj (in MR-z) L210
Enr t er the freciuenc !i increment Ci n KHz) to be used focr p1 ott i n_- 100
En ter t he PTF uolr- ta~je loss per tap, (in dL') 0

I . a t. io--n Output Power (dABm)

1 1 .70E+1 OPTIMUM MU=O.0390625
2 -169 1

Figure 10a. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 256 taps
MUIL = 0.04.
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Therefore, in order to choose an appropriate value of N,

tither use the required frequency resolution to solve for N (via

Equation 6) or use the PTF amplitude gain vs. frequency curve

generated by the simulation to give a more detailed look at the

frequency transfer function (as a function of N).

For N = 128, 144 and 256, the respective frequency resolu-

tions (via Equation 7) are 1.125 MHz, 1 MHz and 0.506 MHz.

Setting N = 144 or 256 both achieves or betters the required

resolution of 1 MHz. But they require more complicated and

expensive PTFs and associated circuitry than for N = 128, simply

because they have more taps. N was chosen equal to 128 because:

(1) it almost achieves the "required resolution" of 1 MHz, (2) a

128 tap PTF will be somewhat simpler than a 144 or 256 tap filter

and, (3) we are interested in modeling a Texas Instruments PTF

being developed under Contract DAAL01-88-C-0831 that has 128

taps.

Figures 6c, 7c, 8c, 9c, and 10c show that the PTF phase

shift versus frequency curve fluctuates faster as N increases.

The PTF phase shift must behave in this manner in order for the

canceler to be able to separate signals progressively closer in

frequency. An adaptive noise canceler works by having the PTF

pass the strong interfering frequency with a zero phase shift (so

that the PTF filtered interferer subtracts in phase at the summer

of the canceler from the non-filtered interferer). In addition,

it attenuates the weak intended signal with a non-zero phase

shift (so that the PTF filtered intended signal subtracts out of
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phase at the summer from the non-filtered intended signal, thus

minimizing the effect of this subtraction on the unfiltered input

signal). The closer in frequency that the interfering and

intended signals are, the faster the PTF phase shift will have to

change in order for there to be a significant difference in the

phase shift at the two frequencies. N has to be large enough so

that the phase shift varies fast enough to insure signal separa-

tion.

Since N is now fixed equal to 128, the only design parameter

left to be determined is the convergence parameter A.

With an educated guess of A = 0.1, four iterations were

necessary to reduce the interference by 30 dB. A value of A that

reduces the number of iterations below four is needed in order to

7inimize the adaptive convergence time. Two iterations is the

minimum number of iterations necessary for significant interfer-

ence reduction. Significant interference reduction cannot be

achieved in one iteration, since in the first iteration the

simulation sets all tap weights equal to zero. As a result,

there is only a 3 dB reduction in power due to the action of the

power splitter in the adaptive noise canceler. In other words,

in Figure 3, assuming all the tap weights are equal to zero

implies there is no output from the PTF. In effect, half the

input power is being lost and there is a 3 dB reduction in

cancel er output power relative to the input power.

lablr I summarizes the results of a number of simulation

runs with different values of i. The number of iterations
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x.essar1 <- reduce The interference by 30 d5 is a very sensitive

tu;otionr of A. iii the approximate region of A = 0.075 to g -

0.03, 30 dB interference reduction is achieved in 2 iterations.

This region corresponds to the upper bound of Inequality 7.

1 1. 1

3 <
(N + 1) (input power) (128 + 1) 20 dBm 129 (0.1 watt)

So the upper bound of Inequality 7 can be used to derive an

optimal value (or range of values) for p.

From Table I, the optimal range for g is from 0.075 to

0.08. The convergence parameter will "arbitrarily" be assumed to

be 0.08. The design of the adaptive filter is now complete.

An adaptive noise canceler with design parameters assumed

here (number of PTF taps = 128, intertap delay = 6.944 nanosec-

onds, and 4 = 0.08) will reduce interfering or strong signals by

30 dB in two iterations while having a minimal affect on weak

intended signals 1.125 MHz away from the interferer.

Figures 20a and 20b give the PTF amplitude gain vs. frequ-

ency and phase shift vs. frequency respectively for N = 128 and

= 0.08. Notice that these figures are identical to figures 9b

and 9c for N = 128 and = 0.1. This is so because A does not

affect the optimal PTF frequency transfer function. It only

affects the number of iterations necessary to reach it.

It should be re-emphasized that Inequality 7 implies that if

pL is chosen within the range of the Inequality then the expected

,eight vector will converge to the optimal or Wiener weight

vector. It should not necessarily converge in a minimum number
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Table 1. Convergence Parameter vs Number of Iterations
Necessary for a 30 db Reduction in Interference
Power

Number of Iterations Necessary for 30 db
Reduction in Interference power Figure

0.2 No convergence - simulation output "blows up" 11

0.16 No convergence - output oscillates 12

0.15 36 13

0.1 4 9a

0.0 3 14

0.08 2 15

0.0775 2 16

0.075 2 17

0.07 3 18

0.06 4 19
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of iterations. Yet, this is exactly what the simulation runs

indicate. If g = l/((N+1) (interfering power)) then the adaptive

process converges in two iterations. The reason for this is not

absolutely clear. What is probably happening is that when

" l/((N+l)(interfering power)), the adaptive process is criti-

clly damped.) 3 Critical damping gives convergence in one

iteration (two iterations in our simulation because the initial

weight vector is assumed equal to zero and we are counting it as

an iteration). In addition, if A is greater than twice the

value that gives critical damping, then the adaptive process does

not converge. This is exactly what Table 1 shows.
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Er, ter the number of* taps in the transversal filter 128
Ernter the dela,-i time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the converoence parameter 0.2
Enter in tended s i, nal frequencj (in MHz) 180
Ente- interded si mrial stren3th (in dBm) -98
Enter interfer i n frequenc,_1 (in MHz) 181
En ter interferir,. si q-ral strencth (in dBm) 20
En ter. des ired reduct ion (in dB) of interferino si:ynal strenoi th 30
Enter SIMTIME ( a d,:imensionless parameter between 0 ard 4) 1
Enter the 1,:.,est e::pected si:rnal frequencm (in MHz> 150
En ter the hicihes t e>::pec ted frequenc,.4(in MHz) 210
Enter the ftrequenc,._ increment (in KHz) to be used for plot.t.ir, 100
Enter the PTF .... tae loss per tap (in d) 0

I ter-ati or Output Power. (dBm)

1 1.70E+ 1
2.08E+1

_9.22E+0
4 2.02E+1

3.12E+1

4.22E+1
7 5.3:3E+1

6.43E+I1
7.53E+1

10 8.63E+1
11 9.73E+1
12 1.08E+2

Figure 11. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.2.
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13 1.19E+2
14 1.30E+2
15 1.41E+2
16 1.52E+2
17, 1.63E+2
is 1.74E+2
19 1.85E+2

2 1 .96E+2

21 2.07E+2
L--2.18 E + 2

23 2.29E+2
24 2.40E+2

2 5 2.51E+2
28 2.62E+2
27" 2.73E+2

2.o4E+2

C9 - 2.95E+2
30 3.06E+2
31 3.17E+2
32 3.28E+2
33 3.40E+2
34 3.51E+2
35 3.62E+2
36 3.73E+2
:,. 3.84E+2

**I EFROR # 80 LINE # 9"70
rj'erflo, i

Figure 11. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.2. (continued)
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rur
Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 128
Enter the delay4 time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the crnJer-ence parameter 0.16
En ter intended -Sisnal frequenc,_ (in MHz) 180
Enter in tended =i nal streen3th (in dBm) -98
En ter inr-terfer in: frequency (in MHz) 181
Enter in terfer inq si:sinal strensith (in dBm) 20
Enter desired reduction (in dB) of interferinq_ sisnal strenjth 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected siqnal frequenc,. (in MHz> 150
Enter the hi-:hest expected frequency(in MHz) 2'10
Enter the frequenc!A increment (in KHz) to be used for plottinsq 100
En ter the PTF ,..,oltase loss per tap (in d) 0

I t.er.3t.ior Output Power (dBm)

1 1.7EE+1
2 1 .73E+1

1 .62E+1
4 1.49EE+
5 1.52E+I1

1 .56E+1

,, 1.63E+1

t1.66E+ 1
ici 1.70E+1

Figure 12. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.16.
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11 1.66E+1
12 1.62E+1
13 1.66E+1
14 1.69E+1
15 1.67E+1
16 1.65E+1
17 1.68E+1
18 1.72E+1
19 1.64E+1
20 1.56E+1
21 1 .59E+1
22 1.63E+1
23 1.66E+1
24 1.70E+1
25 1.66E+1
26 1.62E+1
27 1.66E+1
28 1.69E+1
29 1.67E+1
30 1.65E+1
31 1.68E+1
32 1.72E+1
33 1.64E+1
34 1.55E+1
35 1.59E+1
36 1 .62E+1
37 1.66E+1
38 1.69E+1
39 1.67E+1

Figure 12. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.16. (continued)
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rfun
Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 128
Enter the d.lad time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the convergence parameter .15
Enter intended signal frequencj (in MHz) 180
Enter intended signal strength (in dBm) -98
Enter interfering frequenc (in MHz) 181
Enter interfering signal strength (in dBm) 20
Enter desired reduction (in dB) of interfering signal strength 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dirrensionleSs parameter betwueen 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected signal frequencLj (in MHz) 150
Enter the highest expected frequencj(in MHz) 210
Enter the frequencj increment (in KHz) to be used for plitting 100
Enter the PTF ,.oltaqe loss per tap. (in db) 0

Iteration Output Power (dmi

I 1.70E 1
2 1.62E+1
3 1.54E+1
4 I.46E+1

1.39E+1
n 1.31E+1
7 1.23E+1
3 1.15E+1
3 1.07E+1
1 0 ?. 36E 8

Figure 13. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 Taps,
MU = 0.15.
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11 9 -18E+0
12 8 -40E+8
13 ?.62E+e
14 6..84E.8
15 6.86E+io
16 5.28E48
17 4-50E+0
is 3.72E+G
19 2.93E+e

2.16E+O
iI l.37E+G

5.95E-1

a4 -9-65E-1
a 5 -1 .7S1E+e

-2.53E+O
-3 .31E+O
-4 .c8E+O

39 -4.87E+e
$0 -5.64E+e

31 -6.42E+0
-7202

$3. -7.98E+fi
2.4 -8.?SE+O

5 -9.53E+O
.6 -1.03E+l

Figure 13. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N =128 Taps,
MU = 0.15. (Continued)
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run
Enter the number of' taps in the transversal filter 128
Enter the delay time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the convergence parameter .09
Enter intended signal frequenc~j (in MHz) 180
Enter intended signal strength (in dBm) -98
Enter interfering frequencj (in MHz) 181
Enter interfering si3ral strength (in dBm) 20
LrEter desired reduction (in iB) of" interfering signal strength 30

Enter SIMTIME (.a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1

E,.ter the lowest expected si3nal frequenc! (in MHz) 150
Enter the hi'jhest expected frequencj(in MHz) 210
Enter the frequencj increment (in KHzJ to be used for plotting 100
Errter the PTF voltage loss per tap (in db) 0

Iteration Output Power (dBm)

1.70E+1
4. 2E- 1

3 -1.60E+:

Figure 14. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N , 128 Taps,
MU = 0.09.
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r un
Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 128
Enter the delai time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444

Enter MI the coner.-ence parameter .08

En ter i ntended s ign:ra 1 frequency (in MHz) 180
Enter intended s i gna 1 s treng th (in dBm) -98

Enter in terfer ing frequenc- (in MHz) 181
Enter in terfer irg. si.gnal streng th (in dBm) 20
Enter des.-ired reduction (in dB of interferirng signal strength 30
Erter SIMTIME (a dimensionless parameter between 0 arid 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected sisnal frequency (in MHz! 150

Enter the highest expected frequency (in MHz) 210
Enter the frequency increment (in KHz) to be used for plotting 100
Enter the PTF .o. tacie loss per tap (in, db) 0

Iteration Output Power (cBm)

I 1.70E+1
2 - .65E+1

Figure 15. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.08.
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Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 128
Enter the dela-y t i e be tween taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the conver.lence parameter 0.0775
Enter intended sig jna1 frequency_ (in MHz) 180
Enter intended s--igl strenith (in dBm) -98
Enter interfering_ frequency (in MHz) 181
Enter interfer'ing signal strength (in dBm) 20
Enter desired reduction (in dB of interfer-in signal strength 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dimensionless par-ameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected signal frequencyH (in MHz> 150
Enter the higmhest expected frequencyH(in MHz) 210
Enter the frequency increment (in KHz) to be used for plottingm 100
Enter the PTF uoltaie loss per tap (in db' 0

I teratiorn Output Power (dBm)

1 i.70E+1
2 -2.16E+1

Figure 16. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.775.
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r hni
Enter the number of taps in the transversal filter 12-
Enter the delay t ire between tans (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the converg.ence parameter 0.075
Enter intended sigjnal frequerncy (in MHzJ 180
Enter intended si4nal strength (in dBm) -98
Enter interferi ngj frequency (in MHz) 181
Enter interferirg signal strength (in dBm) 20
Enter desired reduction (in dB) of interfering signal strength 30
Enter SIMTIME (a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected signal frequency (in MHz! 150
Enter the highest expected frequency(in MHz) 210
Enter the frequency increment (in KHz) to be used for plotting 100
Enter the PTF vol tage loss per tap (in db) 0

Iteration Output Power (dB

1 1.70E+1
2 -1.03E+1

Figure 17. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.075.
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rurM
En ter the nur,,ber of taps in the transversal f'ilter 128
Enter the dela, time between t ps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the ,c onv.er.,cence parameter 0.07
Enter intenied si,.qnal frequency (in MHz) 180
Enter in tended si.r, al stre.3th (in dBm) -98
Enter in terfer inqj frequenc~j (in MHz) 181
En t er interferin._ si, nal stren!th (in dBP) 20
Enter desired reduction (in dB of interferin,3 si snal stren:th 30
Enter 'S;IMTIME 1.a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected simnal f'requencyj (in MHz> 150
Enter the hiqhest expected frequenc (in MHz) 210
Enter the frequenc! increment (in KHz) to be used for. plottin9 100
Enter the PTF uoltare loss per tap (in db) 0

Iteration Output Power (dBm)

1 1.70E+1
2 -2.43E+0

-2 .14E+1

Figure 18. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.07.
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ruin
Enter the number -,f taps in the transversal filter 128
Er-,ter the delay- time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
En ter MU the conv.er.:ience parameter 0.06
En ter in tended si c:nal frequenc,, (in MHz) 180
En ter intended -si qna 1 s tren-th (in dBm) -98
En ter in terferi n- fr-equency4 (in MHz) 181
En ter interf eri n:. .i-al =trer th (in dBm) 20
Enter- desired treduction (in dBi of' interf'erin,3 si nal strernth 30
Enter SINTIME (ia dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4' 1
Enter the lowest e>:pected sicnal frequency- (in MHz' 150
Enter the hijhest e:.::pec ted frequencH (ir, MHz) 210
Enter the f'requenc-_ increment (in KHz) to be used for. plottin:3 100
Enter- the PTF vol tacie loss per tap (in db) 0

Iteration Output Power (dBm)

1 I .70E+I1
a 4.39-0+

3 -8.19E+0
4 -' .04E+I

Figure 19. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.06.
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The design example has assumed that the input interfering

power has been limited to +20 dBm by a frequency selective

limiter. Since, in our example, the input interfering power is

always greater than or equal to +20 dBm, the output of the

frequency selective limiter is a constant +20 dBm. This is the

constant power that the adaptive noise canceler "sees."

Adaptive convergence time, i.e., the number of iterations

necessary to reduce the interfering power by a user given amount,

is a function of the interfering power level. "Large" interfer-

ers can be reduced a fixed amount (e.g., 30 dB) faster (i.e., a

smaller number of iterations) than "small" interferers.

This is illustrated in Figure 21. Figure 21 shows a simula-

tion run in which the design parameters of Figure 15 (A = 0.08, N

= 128, intertap delay = 6.9444 nanoseconds) are used on an

interfering signal that is 10 dB less than the interfering signal

power used in Figure 15 (10 dBm vs. 20 dBm).

The output in Figure 15 dropped over 30 dB in 2 iterations.

The output in Figure 21 took 30 iterations to drop 30 dB. This

behavior can be explained using Equation 1, Widrow's LMS algo-

rithm:

Wk+1 = Wk + 2 ACkXk (1)

,here:

Wk+ 1 = tap weight vector at the k+ith iteration.

Wk = tap weight vector at the kth iteration.

= convergence parameter.
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r un
En ter the nu-,er f t p in the transversaI f1 i ter 128
En t.er tLhete -, t. e bet.iee-i taps (in rar, osecondsl 6.9444
Er, ter MU the c,:rner.len,,e parameter .08
Er t et in terded - ,7in 1 t1rnequencL4- (in MHz) 13C
En 1.er in tended S ina 1 2.t rermth ( in dBm) -98
Enter interferir.:1 fCrecluenc: (it-, MHz) 181
En ter i n t.erf er i, = i.:na I -. trenc th (in dBm) 10
En t er de-ir-ed r eduction (in dB) :,f interfer in si:r, al -trenI th 20
Er, ter E IMTIrIE J dimr,_ iorles=-. parameter betl.tkeer, 0 and 4) 1
Enter the 1o.e-.t e>:.pe: ted si:jnal frequenrcu (in MHz A 150
Enter the hi.:he=t e>:pected frequenc:4(in MHz) 210
Enter the frequen':- increment (in KHz) to be used for plottir,: 100
Enter the PTF .... ta:- loss per tap (in db) 0

I ter a t ion F-lutput Power (dBml

1 6.99E+0
2 6 .05E+0

-. 12E+0
4 4.1:E +0

'.2E+0

6 2.31E+0

:1 .E +0
4.43E-1

,a -4 .92E- 1
1 c - 1 . 43E+ 0

Figure 21. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.08, and Interfering Signal Strength = 10 dBm.
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11 -2.36E+0
12 -3.30E+0
13 -4.23E+0
14 -5.17E+0
15 -6.1OE+0
16 -7.04E+0
17 -7.97E+0
18 -8.91E+0
19 -9.84E+0
20 -1.08E+1
21 -1.17E+1
22 -1.26E+1
23 -1.36E+1
24 -1.45E+1
25 -1.54E+1
26 -1.64E+1
27 -1.73E+1
28 -1.82E+1
29 -1.92E+I
30 -2.01E+1

Figure 21. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.08, and Interfering Signal Strength = 10 dBm.
(continued)
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rn -: - , erm utut at the kth interation

X k - PTF tap amplptu2u vector at the kth iteration.

When the input interfering power is reduced both Ek and Xk

wtil be reduced. If the input interfering power is reduced by a

factor of 10, then, since both ek and Xk are amplitudes, they

will be reduced by ri,0 and their product will be reduced by a

factor of 10. As a result, the amount by which the weights are

incremented at each iteration, 2 4 Ck Xk, is decreased by a

factor of 10. It now takes the adaptive process much longer to

achieve the required power reduction.

Equation 1 also suggests a way of remedying the problem.

Simply increase A in the same proportion that Ck Xk was de-

creased, i.e., by a factor of 10. This was done in a simulation

run illustrated in Figure 22 in which g was increased from g =

0.08 (in Figure 21) to 4 = 0.8. The output drops over 30 dB in

just two iterations. The "problem" has been fixed.

Since input interfering power affects the adaptive conver-

gence time, then, in any simulation of a frequency hopping cosite

problem, either the adaptive noise canceler must "see" a suffi-

ciently high interference power to minimize the adaptive conver-

gence time (for a jiven 4) or u must be recalculated via Equation

7

' = (7)

(N + 1) (interfering power)

every tine the input power is measured.
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rur
Enter the number of taps in the transversal f'ilter 128
Enter the dela-j time between taps (in nanoseconds) 6.9444
Enter MU the conver-3ence parameter 0.8

Enter intended si,.nal frequencM- (in MHz) 180
Enter intended sinal =trenqth (in dBm) -98
Enter interfer in.3 frequencM4 (in MHz) 181
Enter interferinq. siq:nal stren3th (in dBm) 10
Enter desired reduction (in dB) of' interferin,3 s.isnal strenqth 30
Enter ':IMTIME (a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 4) 1
Enter the lowest expected si3nal f'requencyj (in MHz,, 150
Enter the hiqhest expected frequencyj(in MHz) 210

Enter the frequenc! increment (in KHz) to be used for plottin,. 100
Enter the PTF v...olta-je loss per tap (in db) 0

Iteration Output Power (dBm)

I 6.99E+0
2 -2 .65E+1

Figure 22. Iterated Canceler Output Power for N = 128 taps
MU = 0.8, and Interfering Signal Strength = 10 dBm.
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Up to this point the PTF was assumed to have no tap loss, as

discussed in the "Simulation Input Parameters" section. Once the

tap loss is known, then the optimal A determined for zero tap

loss should be multiplied by (1/tap loss) to get the actual value

of A to be used when building a real adaptive noise canceler.
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CONCLUSION

The adaptive noise canceler simulation is able to handle the

typical parameters encountered when two frequency hopping radios

are co-located. It can identify design parameters that cause

the canceler to reduce a +20 dBm interfering signal by 30 dB in

one or two iterations, depending on the definition of an iteration.

The simulation is suitable for use as an adaptive noise canceler

design tool to evaluate the effect of design parameter changes on

canceler performance by determining the adaptive convergence time

and PTF frequency transfer function.
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